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Dodge journey mpg 2018

The 2018 Dodge Journey offers EPA-approximately 25 highway MPG as well as powerful performance options to get you to where you need to go to Greenville. Learn more about dodge journey gas mileage at Doug Henry CDJR, then browse our inventory to find dodge journey for sale near you! Learn
more View Inventory Contact Us Dodge Journey MPG By Trim Level Each Dodge journey comes front-wheel drive and a 20.5-gallon fuel tank so you can enjoy longer drives and trips with Goldsboro before stopping for gas. Take a closer look at mpg ratings at processing levels and watch the various
Dodge Journey specs likely to contribute to mpg ratings. Travel SE FWD EPA Estimated 19/25 City/Highway MPG Curb Weight: 3,818 pounds 2.4L I4 DOHC 16-Valve Dual VVT Engine 4-Speed Automatic Transmission Travel V6 Value Package FWD EPA Estimated 17/25 City/City/Highway MPG 3.6L
V6 24-Valve VVT Engine 6-Speed Automatic Transmission Curb Weight: 3,818 pounds Standard Flex Fuel Journey SXT FWD EPA Estimated 19/25 City/Highway MPG 2.4L I4 DOHC 16 Valve Dual VVT Engine (Option 3.6) 4-Speed Automatic Gearbox Curb Weight: 3,818 Pounds Available Flex Fuel
Journey Crossroad FWD EPA Estimated 19/25 City/Highway MPG 2.4L I4 DOHC 16-Valve Dual VV Engine (option 3.6) 4-speed automatic transmission Curb weight weight: 4,054 pounds Available Flex Fuel Journey GT FWD EPA estimated 17/25 city/highway MPG 3.6L V6 24-Valve VVT Engine 6-speed
automatic transmission Curb Weight Curb Weight : £4,054 Details About Dodge Journey Fuel Economy There are several features that New Bern drivers can take advantage of in the 2018 Dodge Journey to help improve gas mileage, including: AutoStick® Automatic Transmission: This transmission
allows some manual flexibility when changing and can eventually save gas when strategically used. Flex Fuel: Flex fuel capabilities in your car mean you have the ability to use alternative fuels such as ethanol. Tyre pressure monitoring sensor and display: Good tyre care at your local service centre and
maintaining proper tyre inflation can help you save gas in the long run and all Dodge Journey models go standard with a tyre pressure monitoring system to make it easy. Dodge experience in Doug Henry CDJR Contact us at Doug Henry CDJR to test the drive of this crossover SUV, or expand the search
by comparing dodge journey vs. Honda Odyssey. The 2018 Dodge Journey offers EPA-approximately 25 highway MPG as well as powerful performance options to get you to where you need to go to Greenville. Learn more about Dodge Journey gas mileage at Doug Henry CDJR, then check out our To
find Dodge Journey for sale near you! Find out more View inventory Contact Us Dodge Travel MPG... Read more When it comes to handling towing, the 2018 Dodge Journey allows you to bring more fun to your adventure. How much can Dodge Journey tow? This capable SUV has a towing towing
Pounds. Toss in several journey engine options and additional towing and performance features and you have ... Read also the 2018 Dodge Journey reaches EPA-rated 19 city/25 highway mpg, helping Elgin drivers walk the extra mile. With a massive gas tank and plenty of space in the cabin to spread
out and relax, this model is a great option for those who want more from their crossover. Read more from Elgin Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram! Dodge Journey MPG By Trim LevelZ fuel tank 20.5-gallon, Dodge Journey will help you make fewer stops at the pump while exploring Chicago. Each processing
level gets slightly different MPG ratings through different engine options and curb weights, so take a look at which configuration makes the most sense for your needs. 2018 Dodge Journey 4 cyl, 2.4 l, Automatic 4-spd Normal Petrol Not Available How Can I Share My MPG? 2018 Dodge Journey 6 cyl, 3.6
l, Automatic 6-spd regular petrol not available How can I share my MPG? E85 2018 Dodge Travel AWD 6 cyl, 3.6 l, Automatic 6-spd Regular Petrol Not Available How Can I Share My MPG? Mobile | Espanyol | Sitemap | General Links | FA Fams | Contacts | USA.gov | Privacy/Security | Feedback This
website is administered by Oak Ridge National Laboratory for U.S. DOE and U.S. EPA. 528 Dodge Journeys provided 9.6 million miles of real global fuel efficiency and MPG data. Click here to view all dodge journeys currently involved in our fuel tracking program. CARGO FLEXIBILITY From built-in 2nd
row floor storage bins to the compartment under the front passenger seat, there is no shortage of room to hide things from prying eyes. A flat passenger seat creates a flat cargo floor from the rear hatch straight to the glove compartment. PenTASTAR V6's 3.6-litre engine The powerful, refined and fuel-
fueled, optional 3.6-litre Pentastar V6 Journey is one of the best in the business. Available on SE, SXT and Crossroad, as well as standard on GT and all-wheel drive models, this engine is one of Journey's most eye-catching features. Each 2018 Dodge Journey cab now comes as standard with 3-row, 7-
passenger seats. Adult passenger space is commendable in front and well in the second row, but the legroom is very tight in the third row, which is best left to toddlers or casual use. One of the best features of Journey is its affordable Uconnect infotainment system. In addition to the large and easy to use
8.4-inch touchscreen, centered by dash, there are additional buttons for climate and audio that are easy to view and use. Is it a sport-utility vehicle or a station wagon reincarnation? Thanks to 2018's journey from Dodge, its 192.4-inch length exceeds most of the competition, but dodge designers it has
external procedures such as chrome cross-hair grille and an attractive selection of aluminum alloy wheels that hold hold from being just to put it mildly. If a more stylish look is important, opt for the R/T version, with its 19-inch wheels, monochrome treatment and excellent R/T labels. The 7-passenger
Dodge Journey is available in four trims, from the base SE to the top line gt. Dodge Journey's most basic SUV includes two-zone climate control, a 4.3-inch touchscreen media center, keyless input and button launch, tilt/telescopic steering wheel, and power windows and door locks. Entertainment
provides a 6-speaker AM/FM/CD system with assistive and USB inputs, but Bluetooth is optional. Air safety features include electronic thrust and stability control, anti-block brakes, front side airbags and side airbags for all rows. Many options could be made on travel. Among the most popular are traction
four-wheel drive instead of the standard front installation, the 8.4-inch Uconnect touchscreen infotainment system and navigation. It features leather armchairs, Premium speakers, a back-seat video entertainment system with a 9-inch screen and two wireless headphones, a Wi-Fi hotspot in the car,
heated front seats and a heated steering wheel. The driver's convenience group adds a rear-view camera and a back-to-back distance alert feature, but more advanced safety features such as blind spot monitoring and automatic braking are not available. Two engines are available for the 2018 Dodge
Journey crossover. The standard on all but the GT is a 2.4-liter 4-cylinder, making only 173 horsepower adequate. The engine we recommend is a 283-strong 3.6-litre V6, which is optional for all but GT processing, where it is standard. The V6 is also your only choice if you need four-wheel drive (AWD)
instead of a standard front-wheel drive (FWD) to combat bad weather and slippery roads. Both engines run on conventional non-ethilod gasoline. All Dodge Journeys use automatic gearboxes, with the 4-cylinder stuck with an old 4-speed and 6-cylinder with a more modern 6-speed. Journey's towing is at
the end of the light, limited to 1,000 pounds with a 4-cylinder and 2,500 with a V6. 2.4-litre built-in-4 (SE, SXT, Crossroad) 173 horsepower @ 6,000rpm 166lb ft of the moment @ 4,000rpm EPA city/highway fuel economy: 19/25 mpg 3.6-litre V6 (GT, AWD trimmings) 283 horsepower @ 6,350rpm 260lb ft
moment @ 4,400rpm EPA city/highway fuel economy: 17/25 mpg (FWD), 16/24 mpg (AWD) For 2018, Dodge Journey has a manufacturer's proposed retail price (MSRP) starting at just under $23,600, including a destination fee. Mid-level versions such as SXT and Crossroad, just over $25,000 and
$27,000 respectively, while the top GT version with AWD reaches a little more Generous leasing discounts on top-level processing and AWD models can save thousands. At the base price, the Dodge Journey SE remains the lowest midsize SUV, and even after the rise, pruning is good value among
midsize SUVs like the Toyota Highlander, Honda Pilot, Nissan Pathfinder, Mazda CX-9 and Kia Sorento. Don't forget to check KBB.com purchase price to see what others in your area are paying for their new Journey SUV. In the front, journey's residual value is expected to be average, still l behind the
Toyota Highlander, Mazda CX-9 and Honda CR-V. The Dodge Journey 2020 is an affordable and well-equipped midsize SUV, but how does it work on Dunlap roads? The Dodge Journey gas mileage offers up to 25 highway MPG with a range of over 500 miles per tank of gas! But, this is just the
beginning of a great travel performance. Look closer under the hood and find out what you need to know when buying a new model in Bartonville. Travel fuel economy figures If you want to experience everything the Dodge Journey line has to offer for 2020, you have two stellar trim levels to explore: SE
and Crossroad. Both models include a 2.4-valve 4-cylinder engine that edg engineks out a whopping 173 hp, paired with a standard front-wheel drive and a 4-wheel drive automatic transmission. Here are the travel characteristics at a glance: EPA estimated 19/25 city/highway Journey MPG 2.4-liter I4
DOHC 16-valve twin-engine VVT 4-speed automatic transmission front-wheel drive tow capacity: 1.1 20.5 gallons Journey MPG Boosting Technology Fuel Economy Dodge Journey partially ovates strong and efficient engine but that's not the only reason for his strong performance in Galesburg. Dodge
also equipped the latest model with state-of-the-art features to enhance mpg travel mile by mile: Double Variable Term Valve (VVT): This smart system is built into your powertrain to improve performance and fuel economy, reducing emissions in one swoo. Low Tire Pressure Warning: Maximize travel
economy by keeping your tyres properly overpriced. A low tyre pressure warning will monitor your set at all times, alerting you instantly if you need top off. cruise control with steering: No need to waste fuel while driving along the highway. Use steering to set the desired speed and allow your journey to
take care of everything for you. Take the next steps with Sam Lehman Chrysler Jeep Dodge of Peoria You explored the Gas Mileage Dodge Journey 2020, now see everything this midsize SUV can do in Sam Lehman's Chrysler Jeep Dodge from Peoria! We offer a wide range of quality Dodge models at
our dealership in Peoria, but we also offer an Internet ™ to our great inventory is right up to you - including home delivery Your new car! Contact us with any questions. Question.
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